Colorado golf boom keeps on ticking

By ALLEN BEST

In 1992 Fred Green wanted to build a membership-driven golf course about 15 miles west of Vail, Colo., the nation's largest ski area. As a hedge, he drafted plans to first excavate the rich gravel deposits.

Green started selling memberships at $50,000, quickly upped it to $80,000 and, soon, greens overlaid the gravel. The membership roster is full at 250, with invitation-only membership fees now believed to cost well in excess of $100,000.

Presence of a railroad track bisecting the course never hampered sales. There is no associated housing nor hotel.

That course, Eagle Springs, is among the most startling success stories in a valley exploding with golf courses. Five courses were built in the first 30 years after the Vail Ski Area opened in 1962. Five more (including a short course) have opened in just the last four years. But at least 10 others are planned, or double the number already built, in this valley of 30,000 people where it has snowed twice on the Fourth of July during the 1990s.

A parallel boom is occurring nearby in the 42-mile-long Roaring Fork Valley, home to the Aspen and Snowmass ski areas. The first two courses opened in the 1970s, and weren't followed until the Maroon Creek Club opened in 1994; memberships cost $150,000. Today's 117 holes of golf in that valley could grow to 176 by the next millennium.

Summit County, another enclave of ski resorts along the Interstate 70 corridor, has three courses that will be supplemented by two and possibly more. Elevation there is 8,000 to 9,000 feet, frosty in all months save for July.

Continued on page 34

Golf Course News: Now that you've scaled back the group office in Singapore, where do you see your position in the Asian market?

Gary Player: "We're still very positive about Singapore. It's a very important part of our presence in Asia. As things come back to normal there's no doubt that we'll return in full force. I continue to make my visits and I refuse to disregard the market just because they're having a few problems. As far as the market stands now, we still have projects going and we're optimistic. But that's life, isn't it, trials and errors."

GCN: How will the Asian golf market get back on its feet?

GP: "I think public golf for every market, not just Asia, is going to be key. A man like Tiger Woods has had a great influence. It's so terribly important that a young man like Tiger, who's in such an important role, visit Asia as well as South Africa and other regions around the world."
Colorado golf boom continues
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Most courses here are built to sell part-time homes. Course-building costs are extraordinarily high, playing seasons uncommonly short. Within these economic bookends is one of the most exclusive real-estate markets in the country.

Cordillera Resort, located 15 miles west of Vail, illustrates the pure real-estate market. Critics scoffed when the resort opened in the late 1980s because ski slopes were a 20-minute drive away. Sales initially were sluggish. But then a rugged Hale Irwin-designed course opened in 1994. Real-estate purchasers acquired golf privileges. Homes of $1 million-plus have skyrocketed. Cordillera is now planning its third course, this one 40 minutes away, to absorb overflow demand from existing real-estate sales, and also to extend the playing season.

At Country Club of the Rockies, site of the Jerry Ford Invitational Golf Tournament for more than a decade, there are more homes than the 340 golf memberships. Consequently, homeowners with memberships can tack $100,000 to home prices. Membership itself costs another $100,000. Sellers are getting those prices because during the four- to five-month playing season, conditions are about as good as they get, said course pro Tom Apple.

Skiing remains the most important lure for Vail Associates, which operates two ski areas. But, golf has become increasingly important in selling hotel rooms and real estate. A case in point: Fifty-two lots along ski runs at the company's Bachelor Gulch development sold for an average $807,000 during a three-hour lottery sale in 1995.

Golfing guarantees to help shove prices into that stratosphere. Accordingly, the company plans a second golf course, and would love to find land for a third.

Mountain courses are more expensive to build, said Jim Thompson, president of Vail Resorts Development Group. Land sells for about $10,000 per acre. Also, whereas 200 acres might be enough at Scottsdale, 475 acres will be needed at Thompson’s next course on picturesque Bellyache Ridge, where there are more ravines, problem geology areas, and wildlife issues.

"Because of the terrain, they're expensive to build," said Thompson. "You're moving a lot of earth, and you're mitigating a lot of geology issues."

High-end customers expect high-profile architects, at a minimum cost of $750,000. Finally, building costs soar in busily building resort communities.

In a single stroke, professional golf course superintendents can control dollar spot, leaf spot, spring dead spot, melting out brown patch, crown rot—in fact, more than 15 tough diseases in all. They do it with Eagle® fungicide, one of the tools every pro should have in his bag of tricks.

The test of a real pro comes under pressure. It’s the same with a turf fungicide. When the disease pressure is heaviest, when the heat and humidity are highest, that’s when Eagle really performs. And its low use rates make it cost-effective wherever you use it—from tee to green and in between.

As part of a 14-day protectant schedule, Eagle offers unbeatable disease control, exceptional turf safety, and easy handling. With performance like that, it’s no surprise so many pros Eagle every hole.

Call 1-800-987-0467 for more information.
Weiskopf eyes '99 opening for Cedar River

By Peter Blais

BELLAIRE, Mich. — Tom Weiskopf expects to make a big splash near the shore of Lake Bellaire when his new Cedar River Golf Club opens at Shanty Creek/Schuss Mountain here in June 1999.

Planting and sodding should be completed by late this summer at Cedar River, the fourth championship-length layout at the northwest Michigan resort, joining Summit Golf Club (designed by Bill Diddel), Schuss Mountain Golf Club (Warner Bowen/Bill Newcomb) and The Legend Golf Club (Arnold Palmer).

Shanty Creek President and Chief Executive Officer Terry Schieber believes Cedar River will rival The Legend — which has been rated one of the top resort courses in the Midwest — as Shanty Creek’s main attraction. Green fees will be a comparable $125.

"Cedar River is Tom Weiskopf’s first design in Michigan and he’s going all out to make it a top-flight course," Schieber said. Schieber believes the layout itself is at least the equal of Boyne USA’s Bay Harbor Golf Club, the Art Hills’ design in Petoskey overlooking Lake Michigan that is receiving rave reviews.

"This [Cedar River] may be a better layout, but it’s tough to compete with the lakeside setting of Bay Harbor," Schieber said.

Cedar River, which affords views and occasionally plays along its namesake, is a wooded layout with generous landing areas and greens averaging 6,500 square feet.

Greens, tees and fairways are planted with Providence bentgrass. The roughs are Kentucky bluegrass.

The course sits within 580 acres, with housing lots along parts of it. Pittman, Poe & Associates is the landscape planner and H&D (Hodgkiss & Douma) Inc. of Petoskey the course builder.

Shanty Creek selected Weiskopf, who has been designing courses since 1983, because of his design ability and to differentiate the Cedar River track from others in golf-rich Northern Michigan. Michigan led the country in new course openings for four consecutive years between 1993 and 1996.

"Just about every major designer in the country has a course in this area," Schieber noted. "The Weiskopf name will help us stand out."

Among Weiskopf’s award-winning courses (designed in cooperation with Jay Morrish) are Loch Lomond Golf Club, Luss, Scotland; Troon Golf & Country Club, Scottsdale, Ariz.; Forest Highlands, Flagstaff, Ariz.; Double Eagle Golf Club, Galena, Ohio; and Troon North Golf Club, Scottsdale.

The construction superintendent is David Faucher, a 1998 winner of the GCSAA’s Environmental Steward Award while overseeing The Legends. Faucher plans to stay on as head superintendent once Cedar River opens.

"Making Dave the superintendent at Cedar River was one way for us to keep him around a little longer," Schieber said.

Prince Edward Island government partners with resort for course

By Mark Leslie

BRUDENELL, Prince Edward Island, Canada — The second course at Brudenell River Resort is being built in this oceanside resort community.

Developed by PEI Golf in partnership with the Prince Edward Island provincial government, the course sits on 200 acres of Brudenell River Provincial Park.

Jason Straka of Hurdzan/Fry Golf Course Design said in July that all the holes were cleared, nine were shaped and construction was on target for an opening early next August.

"We have the best of both worlds," he said. "On several holes you feel like you're on top of the world, playing along the Brudenell River with panoramic views. The other holes are in dense woods, giving an extremely secluded feeling where you can't see from one hole to another."

The designers had so much land to route "that we didn’t have to disturb much, other than tree clearing," said Straka, who is working with architect Dana Fry on the project. "Boundaries for the wetlands were established and we avoided them as much as possible."

The terrain, Straka said, is surprisingly rolling for this island. Several tee shots drop more than 20 or 30 feet.

The layout carries over a few deep ravines, a finger of the river and several wetlands. Yet, the layout shrinks from 7,200 to 4,900 yards over five sets of tees, the forward ones allowing for play around the hazards.

The facility will contain a learning center consisting of three practice holes, a short-game area, practice range and putting course.

Kings County Construction, which remodeled the adjacent course working with course architect Graham Cooke, is building the new track. Shapers are Ernie and Mike Overary.

Colorado boom
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Woolery, who left Austin, Texas, three years ago, reports golfing in the Vail and Aspen areas is second to none, "and I've played all the prominent places in the country. With the name Vail attached to it, there’s an expectation of quality."

The Vail area is unique in the national golfing boom because of high prices combined with scarce tee times, Steiner said. "Look at us as being one of the nation’s hottest markets as far as used tee times."

That scarcity has ski and resort company executive Thompson pondering new ways to give tee times to client hotels. Instead of allocating blocks of time, he said, hotel guests may have to reserve times seven days in advance. Unbooked times could then be used in other ways.

How soon will this boom end?

The hunch in Vail and Aspen seems to be that private land will be gone before the last of vigorous and affluent baby boomers.

That has some developers eyeing the federal tracts that compose 80 percent of the land.
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Whatever you need, Brouwer delivers. The BV85, the largest capacity vacuum unit of its type, is ideal for fast cleanup of large turf and hard surface areas. The midsize BV138 is for hard-to-get areas that require a compact, maneuverable machine. For quick cleanup or big jobs, no other vac can match our capacity for performance.

Nobody cuts it like Brouwer
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